
World death rate is holding steady at 
100%



 New Research Paradigms
• A “flat” world, blending health and 

healthcare unbounded by place or time

• Lots of data, lots of things, everyone is “in”

• Challenges will be 
– Aggregating smaller data into Big Data (and 

back into personalised small data)
– Analysing Big Data in appropriate clinical, 

social, environmental, etc. contexts

– Drawing scientific conclusions, showing validity



Total Prevalence - now

Total Prevalence - 2030



What for?
How many cycles 

of chemo do 
patients manage? 

At my hospital?

Are my outcomes 
better than 
average?

Is the risk of 
getting cancer 

higher than 
average here? How does my 

team compare 
internationally?

Are there more 
cancers near the 
power station?

Are patients in my 
hospital on the 
planned care 

pathway?

Where do people 
die in my area, 

with my cancer? 

Is what’s important 
to clinicians the 
same is what is 

important for me?







A genotype does not explain how a person 
perceives their health state, what motivates 
or stands in the way of behaviour changes, or 
what life events are competing with the ability 
to maintain both health and wellbeing. 



• What does the average patient need to 
know to be able to make an informed 
decision?

• What does this particular patient need to 
know and understand to be able to 
make an informed decision?

• How do we close this gap? 







Stratification following treatment
1. Disease
2. Treatments
3. The person
4. Shared decision making

Stratification of quality of life
1.Supported self care
2.Shared care
3.Complex case management



Working with today’s data for 
today’s brain tumour community.







The vision could be…
A responsive resource that gives access to data to help 
answer the important and relevant questions about the 
brain cancer patient journey in near real time.

Additionality.

•Collaborative
•Progressive
•Positive
•The whole pathway
•Robust
•Responsive
•Meaningful





Get data out
• We agree a 

standard ‘slicing’ 
of the cancer 
data 

• And produce all 
PHE analysis to 
this slicing 

• Aiming to get 
about 100 
people in every 
slice at least







The (near) perfect storm:

•Patients want a better experience
•Carers want a better experience
•Clinicians understand the benefits
•3rd sector funders want a better experience for 
our community (but we need to build a stronger case, 
with new data)
•Government understands it (but isn’t funding it yet, 

and probably won’t on a site-specific level)




